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The subjects of the paper are the likelihood method (LM) and the expected Fisher information (FI) considered from
the point od view of the construction of the physical models which originate in the statistical description of phenomena.
The master equation case and structural information principle are derived. Then, the phenomenological description of
the information transfer is presented. The extreme physical information (EPI) method is reviewed. As if marginal, the
statistical interpretation of the amplitude of the system is given. The formalism developed in this paper would be also
applied in quantum information processing and quantum gametheory.
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1 Introduction. The subjects of the paper are the like-
lihood method (LM) and the expected Fisher information
(FI), I, considered from the point of view of the construc-
tion of the physical models, which originate in the statisti-
cal description of phenomena. TheFI had been introduced
by Fisher [1] as a part of the new technique of parameter
estimation of models which undergo the statistical investi-
gation in the language of the maximization of the value of
the likelihood functionL (signed below asP ). The notion
of theFI is also connected with the Cramér-Rao inequal-
ity, being themaximal inverse of the possible value of the
mean-square error of the unbiased estimate from the true
value of the parameter. The setΘ = (θn) of the parame-
ters1 composes the components in the statistical spaceS.
Under the regularity conditions the expectedFI (here be-

1 In the most general case of the estimation procedure the di-
mensions ofΘ ≡ (θi)

k
1 and the sampley ≡ (yn)

N
1 are usually

different, yet because(θi) is below the set of physical ”positions”
of a physical nature (e.g. positions in the case of an equation of
motion or energies in the case of a statistical physics generating
equation [3]) we haveE(yn) = θn and the dimensions ofΘ and
y are the same, i.e.k = N .

cause of the summation overn, thechannel capacity):

I ≡
N∑

n=1

∫
dNy

−∂2lnP (y; Θ)

∂θ2n
P (y)

=

N∑

n=1

∫
dNy(

∂lnP (y; Θ)

∂θn
)2P (y) (1)

is the variance of the score functionS(Θ) ≡ ∂lnP (Θ)/∂Θ
[2]. It describes the local properties ofP (y; θ1, ..., θN )
which is the joint probability (density) of theN data values
y ≡ (y1, ...,yN ), but is understood as a function of the
parametersθn. Below with xn ≡ yn − θn we note the
added fluctuations of the datayn from θn.

The development of the statistical methods introduced
by Fisher [1] has followed along two different routes. The
first one, of the differential geometry origin, began when
C.R. Rao [4] noticed that theFI matrix defines a Rieman-
nian metric. For a short review of the following work, until
the consistent definition of theα-connection on the statis-
tical spaces see [5]. The second one is based on the con-
struction of the information (entropical) principles and we
will describe this approach in details. It was put forward
by Frieden and his coauthors, especially Soffer [3], and is
known under the notion of the extreme physical informa-
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tion (EPI). Frieden began the construction of the physical
models by obtaining the kinetic term from theFI2.
Then he postulated the variational (scalar) information prin-
ciple (IP) and internal (structural) one. Each of the IP has
the universal form, yet its realization depends on the partic-
ular phenomenon.The variational IP leads to the dispersion
relation proper for the system. The structural IP describes
the inner characteristics of the system and enabled [3] the
fixing of the relation between theFI (the channel capac-
ity) I and thestructural information (SI) Q [7]. The inter-
esting point is that a lot of calculations is performed when
the so called physical informationK is partitioned equally
into I andQ (or with the factor1/2), having the total value
equal to zero. The method is fruitful as Frieden derived

2 Let for a system the square distance between two of its states
denoted byq(x) andq′(x) = (q+dq)(x) could be written in the
Euclidean formds2 =

R

X
dx dq dq whereX is the space of the

positionsx (in one measurement). Supposing that the states are
described by the probability distributions we compare it with the
distance ds2 = 1

4

R

X
dx dp dp

p(x)
in the spaceS with the Fisher-

Rao metric [6], wherep(x) andp′ = (p+ dp)(x) are the proba-
bility distributions for these two states. Then we notice that these
two formulas fords2 coincide if q(x) =

p

p(x). In this way
the notion of the amplitude q(x) appears naturally from the
Riemannian, Fisher-Rao metric of the space S . It satisfies the
condition:

R

X
dx p(x) =

R

X
dx q(x) q(x) = 1 .

Now, let the sample of dimensionN be ”collected” by the system
andqn are the real amplitudes andpxn

(xn) are the probability
distributions with the property of theshift invariance pxn

(xn)
= pxn

(xn|θn) = pn(yn|θn) wherexn ≡ yn − θn. Assuming
that the data are collected independently which gives thefactor-
ization property P (y) ≡ P (y|Θ) =

QN
n=1 pn(yn|θn), where

θm has no influence onyn for m 6= n, and using the chain rule
∂/∂θn = ∂/∂(yn−θn) ∂(yn−θn)/∂θn = − ∂/∂(yn−θn) =
− ∂/∂xn, the transition from the statistical form ofFI given by
Eq.(1) to its kinematical form given below by the first possibility:

I=4
N

X

n=1

Z

dxn

„

∂qn
∂xn

«2

or 4N

N/2
X

n=1

Z

dx
∂ψ∗

n(x)

∂x

∂ψn(x)

∂x
(2)

is performed [3]. The second possibility is achieved [3] as fol-
lows: Using the amplitudesqn, the wave functionψn could
be constructed asψn = 1√

N
(q2n−1 + i q2n), where n =

1, 2, ..., N/2 with the number of the real degrees of freedom be-
ing twice the complex ones. With this, the first kinematical form
of I in Eq.(2) could be rewritten in the second form, where ad-
ditionally the indexn has been dropped from the integral as the
range of allxn is the same. Finally, the total probability law for
all data givesp(x) =

PN
n=1 pxn

(xn|θn)P (θn) =
1
N

PN
n=1 q

2
n,

where we have chosenP (θn) = 1
N

[3]. All of these lead to

p(x) =
PN/2

n=1 ψ
∗
nψn. With the shift invariance condition and

the factorization property,I does not depend on the parameter set
(θn) [2], and the wave functionsψn do not depend on these pa-
rameters, i.e. (expected) positions, also [3]. From this summary
of the Frieden method we notice that although the wave functions
ψn are complex the quantum mechanics is really the statistical
method.

(i) the Klein-Gordon eq. for the field with the rankN (for
the scalar fieldN = 2), (ii) the Dirac eq. for the spinorial
field with N = 8, (iii) the Rarita-Schwinger eq. for higher
N and (iv) the Maxwell eqs. forN = 4. The generality of
the method enables to describe the general relativity theory
and take into account gauge symmetry also [3]. Using the
information principles (IPs), Frieden gave the information
theory based method of obtaining the Heisenberg principle
which from the statistical point of view is the kind of the
Cramér-Rao theorem with theFI of the system written,
after the Fourier transformation, in the momentum repre-
sentation3. Then the formalism enabled both to obtain the
upper bound for the rate of the changing of the entropy of
the analyzed system and to derive the classical statistical
physics also [3].
In our paper we develop the less informational approach
to the construction of the IP using the notion of thetotal
physical information (TPI), K = Q + I [7], instead of
the change of the physical informationK = I − J in-
troduced in [3]. This difference does not affect the deriva-
tion of the equation of motion (or generating eq.) for the
problems analyzed until now [3], yet the change of the no-
tion of K to TPI with its partition into the kinematical
and structural degrees of freedom, goes closely with the
recent attempts of the construction of the principle of en-
tropy (information) partition. In Section 2.2 we will derive
the structural IP from the analysis of the Taylor expansion
for the log-likelihood function. Our approach to the IP re-
sults also in the change of the understanding of the essence
of the information (entropy) transfer in the process of mea-
surement when this transfer from the structural to the kine-
matical degrees of freedom takes place. We will discuss it
in Section 3. Despite the differences we still call this ap-
proach the Frieden one and the method the EPI estimation.
Finally, with the interpretation ofI as the kinematical term
of the theory, the statistical proof on the impossibility of
the derivation of the wave mechanics and field theories for
which the rankN of the field is finite from the classical
mechanics, was given [7].

2 The master equations vs structural information
principle The maximum likelihood method (MLM) is based
on the set ofN likelihood equations [1]:

S(Θ) |
Θ=Θ̂

≡
∂

∂Θ
lnP (Θ) |

Θ=Θ̂
= 0 , (3)

where the MLM’s set ofN estimatorsΘ̂ ≡ (θ̂n)
N
1

is its
solution. TheseN conditions for the estimates maximize
the likelihood of the sample.

2.1 The master equations. Yet, we could approach
to the estimation differently. So, after the Taylor expanding
of P (Θ̂) around the true value ofΘ and integrating over the

3 In reality the Fourier transformation forms the type of the
entanglement between the variables of the system.
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sample space we obtain:
∫
dNx

(
P (Θ̂)− P (Θ)

)
=

∫
dNx

(
N∑

n=1

∂P (Θ)

∂θn
(θ̂n − θn)

+
1

2

N∑

n,n′=1

∂2P (Θ)

∂θn′∂θn
(θ̂n − θn)(θ̂n′ − θn′) + · · ·



 (4)

where the notationP (Θ) ≡ P (Θ̂) |Θ has been used. When
the integration over the whole sample space is performed
then neglecting the higher order terms4 and using the nor-
malization condition

∫
dNxP (Θ) =

∫
dNxP (Θ̂) = 1

we see that the LHS of Eq.(4) is equal to zero. Hence we
obtain the result which for the locally unbiased estimators
[5] and after postulating the zeroing of the integrand at the
RHS, takes for particularn andn′ the following micro-
scopic form of themaster equation:

∂2P (Θ)

∂θn′∂θn
(θ̂n − θn)(θ̂n′ − θn′) = 0 . (5)

When the parameterθνn has the Minkowskian indexν then
P =

∏N
n=1

pn(x
ν
n) and Eq.(5) leads, after the transition to

the Fisherian variables (as in Footnote 2), to the form of
the equation of conservation of flow:

∂pn(x
µ
n)

∂tn
+

3∑

i=1

∂ pn(x
µ
n)

∂xi
n

v̂in = 0 , v̂in ≡
θ̂in − θin

θ̂0n − θ0n
, (6)

wheretn ≡ x0

n. Hereθin andθ0n are the expected position
and time of the system, respectively and indexn could be
omitted.

2.2 The information principle. The EPI method.
Using lnP instead ofP and after the Taylor expanding of
lnP (Θ̂) around the true value ofΘ and integrating with
the dNxP (Θ) measure over the sample space we obtain
(instead of Eq.(4)) the equation of the EPI method of the
model estimation:
∫
dNxP (Θ)(ln

P (Θ̂)

P (Θ)
−R3 −

N∑

n=1

∂lnP (Θ)

∂θn
(θ̂n − θn))

=
1

2

∫
dNxP (Θ)

N∑

n,n′=1

∂2lnP (Θ)

∂θn′∂θn
(θ̂n − θn)(θ̂n′ − θn′) (7)

with P (Θ) ≡ P (Θ̂) |Θ. The term on the LHS of Eq.(7)
has the form of the modified relative entropy. Let us define
the (observed) structuretF of the system as follows:

tF ≡ ln
P (Θ̂)

P (Θ)
−R3 . (8)

When we definẽQ as

Q̃ =

∫
dNxP (Θ)

(
tF−

N∑

n=1

∂lnP

∂θn
(θ̂n − θn)

)
(9)

4 Which is exact even at the density level if onlyP (Θ̂) ∈ S has
not higher than the 2-order jets atΘ.

then we obtain the structural equation of the IP form:

− Q̃ = Ĩ (10)

≡
1

2

∫
dNx P (Θ)

N∑

n,n′=1

(−
∂2lnP

∂θn′∂θn
)(θ̂n − θn)(θ̂n′ − θn′).

Now, let us postulate the validity of Eq.(10) on the micro-
scopic level:

∆LHS ≡
N∑

n=1

2
∂lnP

∂θn
(θ̂n − θn)−

N∑

n=1

2
tF

N

=

N∑

n,n′=1

iFnn′ (θ̂n − θn)(θ̂n′ − θn′) ≡ ∆RHS . (11)

As the inverse of the covariance matrix the (observed) Fisher
information matrix:

iF =

(
−
∂2lnP (Θ)

∂θn′∂θn

)
(12)

is symmetric and positively defined. It follows that there
is an orthogonal matrixU such that∆RHS in Eq.(11) and
hence∆LHS also, could be written in the normal form:

N∑

n,n′=1

iFnn′ (θ̂n − θn)(θ̂n′ − θn′)

≡ ∆RHS = ∆LHS =

N∑

n=1

mnυ̂
2

n , (13)

whereυ̂n are some functions of̂θn-s andmn are the ele-
ments (obtained for∆LHS) of the positive diagonal matrix
mF which because of the equality (13) has to be equal to the
diagonal matrix obtained for∆RHS , i.e.:

mF = DT UT
iF U D . (14)

HereD is the scaling diagonal matrix with the elements

dn ≡
√

mn

λn

andλn-s are the eigenvalues ofiF. Finally, we

could rewrite Eq.(14) in the form of the Frieden structural
microscopic IP:

qF+ iF = 0 , (15)

where

qF = −U (DT )−1
mFD−1 UT . (16)

The existence of the normal form (13) is a very strong
condition which makes the whole Frieden analysis possi-
ble. Two particular assumptions lead to the simple physical
cases. When the structuretF = 0 then from Eq.(11) we ob-
tain a form of the ”master equation” (compare with Eq.(5))
with:

mF = diag

(
2
∂lnP

∂θn

)
, υ̂n =

√
θ̂n − θn , tF = 0 (17)
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anddn =
√
2 ∂lnP

∂θn
/λn. If we instead suppose that the

distribution isregular [2] then with ∂lnP
∂θn

= 0 for all n =

1, ..., N , we see from Eq.(11) that (dn =
√
2/λn):

mF = (2 δnn′) , υ̂n =

√
tF

N
. (18)

After integrating Eq.(15) with the measuredNxP (Θ) we
recover the integral structural IP (postulated previouslyin
[3] although in a different form and interpretation but) in
exactly the same form as in [7]:

Q+ I = 0 , (19)

whereI is the Fisher information channel capacity:

I =

∫
dNxP (Θ)

N∑

n,n′=1

(iF)nn′ (20)

andQ is theSI:

Q =

∫
dNxP (Θ)

N∑

n,n′=1

(qF)nn′ . (21)

The IP given by Eq.(19) is the structural equation of many
current physical models.

3 The information transfer As I is the infinitesimal
type of the Kulback-Leibler entropy [3] which in the sta-
tistical estimation is used as a tool in the model choosing
procedure, hence the conjecture appears thatI could be
(after imposing the variational and structural IPs) the cor-
nerstone of the equation of motion (or generating equation)
of the physical system. These equations are to be the best
from the point of view of the IPs what is the essence of the
Frieden’s EPI. The inner statistical thought in the Frieden
method is that the probing (sampling) of the space-time
by the system (even when not subjected to the real mea-
surement) is performed by the system alone, that using its
proper field (and connected amplitudes) of rankN , which
is the size of the sample, probes with its kinematical ”Fish-
erian” degrees of freedom the position space accessible for
it. The transition from the statistical form (1) of theFI to
its kinematical representations (2) is given in Footnote 2.
Let us consider the following informational scheme of the
system. Before the measurement takes place the system
hasI of the system which is contained in the kinemati-
cal degrees of freedom andQ of the system contained in
the structural degrees of freedom, as in Figure 1a. Now, let
us ”switch on” the measurement during which thetransfer
of the information (TI) follows the rules (see Figure 1b):

J ≥ 0 hence δI = I ′− I ≥ 0 , δQ = Q′−Q ≤ 0, (22)

whereI ′, Q′ are theFI andSI after the measurement,
respectively andJ is theTI. We postulate that in the mea-
surement theTI is ideal at the ”point”q, i.e. we have that
Q = Q′ + J = Q+ δQ+ J henceδQ = −J . This means

that the whole change of theSI at the ”point” q is trans-
ferred. On the other hand at the ”point”i the rule for the
TI is that I ′ ≤ I + J hence0 ≤ δI = I ′ − I ≤ J .
Therefore, asJ ≥ 0 we obtain that|δI| ≤ |δQ|, the re-
sult which is sensible as in the measurement information
might be lost. In the ideal measurement we have obtained
thatδQ = −δI.
Previously we postulated the existence of the additive total
physical information (TPI) [7]:

K = Q+ I . (23)

In [8] the intuitive condition thatK ≥ 0 was chosen lead-
ing to the following form of the structural IP:

κQ+ I = 0 (24)

or

Q+ I = 0 for κ = 1 , (25)

which we now derived in Eq.(19). In the case of Eq.(25)
we obtain thatK is equal to

K = Q+ I = 0 for κ = 1 . (26)

The structural (internal) IP in Eq.(24) [7] is operationally
equivalent to the one postulated by Frieden [3], hence it has
at least the same predictive power. For the short descrip-
tion of the difference between both approaches see [7]. The
other IP is the scalar (variational) one. It has the form [7]:

δK = δ(Q + I) = 0 ⇒ K = Q + I is extremal (27)

The principles (24) and (27) are the cornerstone of the
Frieden EPI. They form the set of two differential equa-
tions for the amplitudesqn which could be consistent, lead-
ing for κ = 1 or 1/2 to many well known models of the
field theory and statistical physics [3], as we mentioned in
the Introduction. It could be instructive to recalculate them
again using the new interpretation ofK [8].
Finally, let us notice that in the concorde with the postu-
lated behavior of the system in the measurement, we have
obtainedδI ≤ J = −δQ from which it follows that:

K ′ = I ′ +Q′ ≤ (I + J) + (Q− J) = I +Q = K

⇒ K ′ ≤ K . (28)

In the case ofδI = −δQ we obtainK ′ = K. Then it
means that theTPI remains unchanged in the ideal mea-
surement (δI = −δQ) which, if performed on the intrinsic
level of sampling the space by the system alone (and not
by the observer), could possibly lead to the variational IP
given by Eq.(27).

4 Conclusions The overwhelming impression of the
EPI is that theTPI is the ancestor of the Lagrangian [3].
As the Fisherian statistical formalism and hence theIPs
lie here really as the background of the description of the
physical system it is not the matter of interpretation only
especially that the structuralIP (which is very close to
the approach used in [7,8]) was derived in Section 2.2. In
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Figure 1 Panel: (a) The system before the measurement:Q is theSI of the system contained in the structural degrees
of freedom andI is theFI of the system contained in the kinematical degrees of freedom. (b) The system after the
measurement:Q′ is theSI andI ′ is theFI of the system;δQ = Q′ −Q ≤ 0 andδI = I ′ − I ≥ 0 as the transfer of the
information (TI) in the measurement takes place withJ ≥ 0. In the ideal measurementδI = −δQ.

the result, we have proved that the whole work of Frieden
with our equation of motion (or generating equation) (10)
lie inside the same EPI type of the statistical modification
of LM. In the contrary the master equation (4) lies in the
other kind of the classical statistics estimation, closer to
the stochastic processes, than the EPI method. Besides, for
the exponential models with quadratic (k = 2) Taylor ex-
pansion, the simple microscopic forms (17) and (18) are
also given in Section 2.2. Yet e.g. for the family of the dis-
tributions withk > 2 and for the mixture family models
[5] the further investigations are needed. Here the alterna-
tive way of solving theIPs equations (24) and (27) given
by Frieden seems more appealing, as besides the boundary
conditions, it is not restricted to the particular shape of the
distributions.
The presented version of the EPI also has, as the original
one [3] has, the ability of the synonymous description of
the unmeasured and measured system, but additionally it
is characterized by the more precise distinction of these
two situations [8]. Is is connected with the meaning ofK
as theTPI which enables the precise discrimination of the
inner ”measurement” performed by the system alone from
the one performed by an observer. Next, the chosen form
of the internal IP (24), suggests entanglement of the obser-
vational space of the data with the whole unobserved space
of positions of the system [8]. This situation is also a little
bit different than in [3] where (also because of the inter-
pretation ofK) the entanglement with the part of the un-
observed configuration only was seen. E.g. in the descrip-
tion of the EPR-Bohm effect our approach describes the
entanglement which takes place between the projection of
the spin of the observed particle and the unobserved joint
configuration of the system [8]. Yet, the shared feature is
thatQ5 does not represent theSI of the system only but
the information on the entanglement seen in the correla-
tions of the data in the measurement space also. Therefore
in general the EPI could be used as the tool in the estima-
tion of the entangled states. Our result is that the source of
the (self)entanglement could be understood as the conse-
quence of the partition of the Taylor expansion of the log-
likelihood. Now, for further development of the EPI the
differential geometry language [5] of theIPs is needed.

5 E.g. in [3] the scalar field case is analyzed for whichQ is
connected with the rest mass of the particle.

Finally, let us at least mention that there are other fields
of science were EPI could be used, e.g. the econophysics
[3,9,10]. We envisage that the formalism developed in this
paper would be applied in quantum information processing
and quantum game theory also [9,10].
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